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Mass-Count Disparity in Mobile Traffic
Jaeyoon Chung, Youngjoon Won, Byungchul Park, and James Won-Ki Hong
Abstract—Mass-count disparity is a basis of the elephants and
mice phenomenon in Internet traffic analysis. Mobile applications
tend to minimize transmission overhead by reducing object size.
Assuming the mice get smaller, we first look at properties of masscount disparity in the smart device traffic. We find the existence of
elephants and represent an accurate inequality measure using the
Gini coefficient where the heavy-tail property is not clearly visible
in the trace. The Gini coefficients range from 0.71 (web) to 0.98
(application market traffic), implying a heavy inequality distribution toward 1. The cutoff point of elephants is 1.55 MB that is even
comparable with small size photos. Our hypothesis from the early
analysis indicates that every mobile user is potentially generating
elephant flows. We observe that a significant stance of application
market traffic is responsible for such phenomenon.
Index Terms—Measurement, mobile traffic.

I. I NTRODUCTION

M

ASS-COUNT disparity is known as the elephant and
mice phenomenon of the wired Internet traffic. It indicates that a majority of traffic is carried over a small number of
connections [1]. However, there is no fixed boundary of determining elephant flows. It all differs case-by-case depending on
the strategy of how to handle such flows in the network [2].
A few previous studies focused on identifying elephants in the
sampled packets against its sampling ratio [3] and defining a
correlation boundary between size and duration [4].
The Cisco VNI 2014-2019 reports that global mobile data
traffic will grow three times faster than fixed IP traffic [5].
In this letter, we look at the properties of mass-count disparity in mobile device traffic with respect to its application
type. We collected hourly WiFi traces at the Internet junction of an university in Korea. Our dataset was the captured
traffic behind roughly 1,000 NAT-enabled access points. MAC
address information is not revealed which leaves us blind to
the number of distinct users in the dataset. Thus, we conducted
application-based traffic classification rather than host-based,
by using deep packet inspection (DPI). First, we discriminate
the smart device traffic only from the trace by looking up the
HTTP user-agent field as classifier [6] [7]. (e.g., ‘User-Agent:
AppleCoreMedia.*iPad’). Second, we relied on payload signatures [8] to identify the non-HTTP traffic, such as over-the-top
contents, with invalid user-agent.
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We investigate any existence of elephant and represent an
accurate inequality measure, the Gini coefficient, where the
heavy-tail property is not clearly visible in the trace. Our
hypothesis from the early analysis indicates that every mobile
user is potentially generating elephant flows. Due to the nature
of the mobile ecosystem [7], we observe that a significant stance
of ‘app market’ traffic contributes to such phenomenon.
The organization of this letter is as follows. We present
the properties revealing mass-count disparity in Section II.
Section III discusses elephants in smart device traffic.
Section IV concludes and discusses further work.
II. P ROPERTIES OF M ASS -C OUNT D ISPARITY
A. Fitting Heavy-Tail Distributions
The power law states that y = bx −a where y is the number
of flows whose size is x. If flow size distribution follows the
power law, the distribution is a straight line with slope −a in
log-log scale. Figure 1(a) is a log-log scale plot of the flow size
distribution with 1 KB bin size. It is not clear to fit a linear
function to this sample group due to a lack of valid samples
in the greater flow size ranges. We used the Pareto cumulative distribution such that P[X > x] ∼ x −a to smooth the tail
(Figure 1(b)). Thus, the slope is −0.708 with 95% confidence
and the confidence bound is (−0.7088, −0.7072).
In the wired traffic, the flow size followed the heavy-tail distribution with infinite mean (since a < 2) [9]. Figure 1(b) is
not scale-free due to multiple possible slopes, other than a single fitted line with 95% confidence. A quantile-quantile (Q-Q)
plot is to compare a theoretical distribution. Figure 1(c) shows
that the measured flow size (dots) does not fit an exponential
distribution (gray line). If the samples are linearly related with
the distribution, those in the Q-Q plot should be lined parallel to the diagonal line (gray). When the flow size is large,
the measured flow size does not matched with an exponential distribution where the heavy-tali property is not clearly
visible.
B. Mass-Count Measures
Figure 2 presents the mass-count disparity of mobile traffic
using the Gini coefficient and the Lorenz curve. Gini coefficient
is commonly used in the field of economics to explain inequality of wealth. It ranges from 0 to 1 where higher values indicate
more unequal distribution with 1 being complete inequality.
The Lorenz curve illustrates the cumulative distribution function of inequality [10]. For web, the top 20% flows occupy
90% of the traffic volume (Figure 2(a)). For multi-media, the
top 20% flows occupy more than 95% of the traffic volume,
and the bottom 60% of multimedia flows occupies almost 0%
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Fig. 1. Heavy-tail distributions of mobile traffic.

Fig. 3. Log scaled histogram of flow size in mobile traffic; the vertical dashed
line at 6.19 (= log 1.55M B) indicates a cut-off point for elephants.

Fig. 2. Lorenz curve with the Gini coefficients for smart device traffic. 0 means
all flows have the same flow size. 1 means complete inequality, i.e. a single flow
occupies entire traffic volume.

of the volume of traffic (Figure 2(b)). Conversely, we observed
that the flows for messaging applications consist of small size
flows. Figure 2(c) shows that the top 30% of messaging flows
accounts for 80% of the traffic volume. The Gini coefficient of
app market traffic is over 0.98 and the top 1% of flows accounts
for over 91% of the traffic volume (Figure 2(d)). The app market
download traffic shows the highest inequality, and the messaging traffic shows relatively lower than the others. Joint ratio is
the simplest metric to measure the degree of inequality such as
the 90/10 rule and the 80/20 rule. The joint ratio of flow size in
the mobile traffic ranges from 75/25 to 95/5.

C. Revisiting Elephants in Mobile Traffic
We define elephants as a subset of mobile traffic where the
flow size is greater than the mean plus two standard deviations
of flow size (μsi ze + 2σsi ze = 1.55 MB) [11]. The empirical
analysis was necessary to cope with our mobile traffic trace. We
applied mean plus two standard deviation while three standard

deviation showed the statistically insignificance, showing too
low target flow population. Figure 3 presents that the log-scale
flow size distribution is right-tailed whose mean and median
are 44.28 KB and 1.797 KB respectively. The vertical dashed
line at 6.19 (= log 1.55M B) is the cut-off point between elephants and non-elephants. Due to the high inequality of flow
size, the statistical difference between them is clearly observed.
The mean and median of elephants are 6.26 MB and 3.06 MB,
and those of non-elephants are 19.8 KB and 1.80 KB.
Table I and II show any (non-)elephants among all flows
sorted by application types. The first column indicates whether
the application traffic of each row belongs to elepahnts, longdurations, or both. The occurrence ratio indicates a portion of
flows by count; the occupation ratio is by traffic volume. The
elephants take 0.39% of all flows but are responsible for 55.49%
of traffic volume. The web browsing and messaging applications generate a larger volume of non-elephants, but even more
traffic by multimedia streaming and market download applications is transferred via elephants. The occupation ratios of
elephants by market and web browsers are close to each other,
5.93% and 5.32%. The occurrence ratio of elephants by market
is 5 times less than that of web browsers. 74.8% of elephants
are generated by multimedia, which is 6 times higher than web
browsers.
We performed a similar breakdown for flow duration. We
define long-duration flow in which its duration is longer
than the mean plus two standard deviations (μduration +
2σduration = 73.21 sec). Long-duration flows are 2.03% of all
flows but occupy 22.57% in volume. Its count is 5.21 times
higher than that of elephants, but the volume is 2.45 times less.
For multimedia and market, the percentages of long-duration
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TABLE I
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TABLE III
C ORRELATIONS OF S IZE , D URATION , AND BANDWIDTH IN
(N ON -)E LEPHANTS

W: Web; MM: Multimedia; MSG: Messaging; MK: Market;
TABLE II
O CCUPATION R ATIOS OF E LEPHANT (E ) AND L ONG -D URATION (L )
F LOWS ( UNIT: %)

of long-duration and not-long-duration flows. Except for the
multimedia traffic, the bandwidth of long-duration flows ranges
from 10 bps to 10 kbps, which is significantly lower than elephants. Multimedia flows with long-duration can be classified
into three ranges: 100 bps, 10 kbps, and 1 Mbps. This observation is an evidence for multiple streaming strategies for video
applications. It implies that elephants are more significant than
long-duration flows in bandwidth management.
III. D ISCUSSION

W: Web; MM: Multimedia; MSG: Messaging; MK: Market;

A. Spotting Elephants From Every User
flows are 27.46% and 27.68%, respectively. These two are
higher than web browsers (9.95%) and messaging (5.81%).
Thus, we observe a higher involvement of long-duration flows
in multimedia and market.
Our traffic breakdown showed that 84.6% of elephants are
not-long-duration flows (Table I and II). Flows belonging to
both elephants and long-duration are 15.4% of elephants and
3.00% of long-duration flows in the occurrence ratios. Zhang
et. al [12] analyzed the correlations among flow size, duration,
and bandwidth of non-mobile traffic only. They showed that
the correlation of size–duration is very weak (0.100 to 0.296),
the negative correlation of bandwidth–duration is fairly weak
(−0.453 to −0.187), and the correlation of size–bandwidth is
very strong (0.835 to 0.885). In contrast to the characteristics
of non-mobile traffic, Table III shows the correlations of flow
size, duration, and bandwidth of (non-)elephants in our dataset.
The strongest but fairly weak correlation is shown between size
and duration of elephants where its correlation coefficient is
0.4455. Excluding the correlation of size–duration, the correlations of bandwidth–duration and size–bandwidth in elephants
are very weak showing −0.2802 and 0.1493, respectively. Nonelephants do not show any significant correlation among size,
duration, and bandwidth.
To show a pattern of bandwidth consumption, Figure 4 illustrates empirical CDFs of bandwidth of application types in
different categories. We noticed that the bandwidth of elephants
is significantly higher than that of non-elephants (Figure 4(a)
and 4(b)). Over 90% of elephants consume over 100 kbps, and
the CDF curves rapidly increase around 1 Mbps. In contrast
to elephants, the bandwidth distribution of most non-elephants
ranges from 100 bps to 1 Mbps. Its CDFs are gradually
increased between 1 kbps and 1 Mbps regardless of application
types. Figure 4(c) and 4(d) show the bandwidth distributions

The number of daily downloads from the U.S. App Store in
May 2015 was 6.7 million. We analyzed the size distribution of
5,519 top ranking applications and showed that the flow size via
application market was equal the application size in download.
Assuming 95% of market flows were classified as elephants
(see Table I), mobile networks should handle over 6.3 millions
of burst download flows. Since the mobile market is the only
source of application download, there is a greater chance that
every user becomes a heavy hitter. The increase of application
size [13] itself also contributes to this observation.
The coexistence of mobile and non-mobile contents is
another cause of elephants. Mobile webpages remove embedded objects such as images and Flash ad to minimize traffic
volume as well as to fit into the smaller displays of mobile
devices [14]. We examined popular web sites, such as YouTube,
Facebook, and CNN, to compare the average size of desktopversion and mobile-version webpages. The average size for
desktop and mobile devices are 1,898 KB and 195 KB, respectively. It implies that downloading relatively large objects in
desktop-version webpages from mobile device is also relevant
to elephants.
B. Handling Elephants With Caution
For now, traffic offloading from 3G/4G to WiFi or vice versa
can be manually triggered by user. For example, video streaming applications issue a traffic overuse warning when user is
on 3G/4G. Instapaper1 and Pocket (previously Read It Later)2
induce users to pre-fetch the web contents via WiFi. On-going
flows should be closed and re-established later through a
newly connected and preferred network. Although most mobile
1 https://www.instapaper.com/
2 https://getpocket.com/
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IV. C ONCLUSION
In this letter, we presented several properties of mass-count
disparity in smart device traffic. Our measurement results
strongly support the basic insight of mobile traffic characteristics in terms of flow size. We find a high inequality in flow
size distribution for multimedia and application market; the
Gini coefficients are 0.91 and 0.98, respectively. This inequality results in the existence of elephants suggesting a volume
boundary of ≥ 26.59MB. Our analysis illustrates that a significant stance of application market traffic is responsible for
elephants and more than a half of the whole bandwidth consumption. Elephants are more significant than long-duration
flows in bandwidth management. An opportunity for ISPfriendly offloading elephants in WiFi/3G/LTE mix networks is
present where 0.39% of all flows, elephants, can relieve 55.49%
of the smart device traffic in volume.
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Fig. 4. Empirical CDFs of bandwidth according to flow size and duration breakdown: Elephant vs. Non-elephant vs. Long-duration vs. Not-longduration.
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